


“We use our keys on average 6 times 
a day, for a total of 157,626 times in 

our lives. We spend 228 hours of 
our life searching for the right key.

It‘s time for Wunderkey.“



The Keychain
of the 21st century.
Wunderkey transforms every keychain 
into an elegant accessory. With a 
single turn, the right key is unfolded. 
No annoying jingling of the keys. No 
torn trouser pockets.



Wunderkey Classic is made of 
anodized aerospace grade aluminium. 

Smoothly rounded edges provide 
pleasant haptics and handling. Done

 entirely in a German manufacture. 
Highest reliability due to high quality 

stainless steel screw elements.

Wunderkey Classic Black

The Original.



Wunderkey Classic Blue

Wunderkey puts an end to any 
key chaos. Due to the fixed 
arrangement of the keys in the 
Wunderkey, you intuitively always 
reach for the right key after a 
short familiarization period. As a 
result, the right key is quickly 
unfolded with one hand 
– even in the dark.

Organized.



Wunderkey Classic Red

The Best or Nothing.
This was our motto during the 

conception of Wunderkey. In our 
opinion, a product that you have in 

your hand several times a day should be 
perfect down to the last detail.



The Wunderkey Leather Black is 
made of high-quality and robust 
cowhide. It is further refined by 
a continuous seam in elegant 
anthracite.

Finest leather.

Wunderkey Leather Black



The Wunderkey Leather Caramel is 
made of velvety and waxed cowhide 

leather. The leather is slightly
buffed and develops over time a 

characteristic patina and a unique 
look. The Wunderkey is finished with 
a leather-colored surrounding seam. 

100% Made in Germany.

Unique.

Wunderkey Leather Caramel



The Wunderkey Leather Marone is 
made of high quality leather in a
timeless and classic brown tone.

The smooth surface structure makes
the leather particularly resistant 
and thus distinguishes itself by

its durability. 

Timeless elegance.

Wunderkey Leather Marone



The Wunderkey Aluminium has a 
transparent anodized surface. Before 
being coated, the Wunderkey is 
finished with a fine polish in an 
additional work step. This Wunderkey 
in its purest form is a symbol for 
craftsmanship Made in Germany.

Form follows function.

Wunderkey Aluminium



The Wunderkey Olive is
electrolytically enhanced through

a special surface finish that gives it
a slight pearl effect. Depending on 

the lighting conditions, it changes its 
characteristic appearance and

shimmers between an
elegant grey and olive.

For Individualists.

Wunderkey Olive



The Lufthansa fleet covers 181,000,000 
km every year. These figures show why 
every gram counts in aviation. When
we designed our exclusive Wunderkey 
Special Edition for Lufthansa and
Swiss Air, it was therefore quickly
clear which material would be the
only choice: Carbon.

Weightless.

Wunderkey Carbon Air



The Collection.

Red BlueBlack

Black Marone Caramel Oxfort Green

Aluminium Olive Carbon Carbon Air
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DISPLAY WUNDERKEY 

Display S 

 

        Composizione: 

 
- Espositore con schermo LCD 

- Espositore mini 

- 14 pz Classic Black 

- 6 pz Classic Red 

- 6 pz Classic Blue 

- 4 pz  Aluminium 

Display M 

 

            Composizione: 

 
- Espositore con schermo LCD 

- Espositore mini 

- Display accessori 

- 10 pz Classic Black 

- 6 pz Classic Red 

- 6 pz Classic Blue 

- 2 pz Aluminium 

- 2 pz pelle Caramel 

- 2 pz pelle Black 

- 2 pz pelle Marrone 

- 2 pz Carbon Air 

Display L 

 

          Composizione: 

 
- Espositore con schermo LCD 

- Espositore mini 

- Display accessori 

- 12 pz Classic Black 

- 6 pz Classic Red 

- 6 pz Classic Blue 

- 2 pz Aluminium 

- 2 pz pelle Caramel 

- 2 pz pelle Black 

- 2 pz pelle Marrone 

- 2 pz pelle Midnight Blue 

- 5 pz Carbon Air 

Display accessori 

 

       Composizione: 

 
- Espositore accessori 

- 3 pz magnets 

- 4 pz multitool 

- 4 pz chip 

- 4 pz ring 

- 4 pz extension set 



Multitool Chip

Ring Extension Set

The multi-tool (package opener, bottle 
opener and yarn cutter) and the shopping 
cart chip with release function transform 
the Wunderkey into a practical everyday 
gadget. The expansion set creates space 
for the installation of 4 additional keys. 
With the key ring car keys can be
attached to the Wunderkey.

Add-Ons



The Wunderkey can be put together in 
just a few seconds. All you need is your 
keys and a 1 cent piece.

Easy assembly.

Wunderkey is optimized for 
European key dimensions. 

All common key types can be 
integrated into the Wunderkey.

Highest 
Compatibility.



Made of stainless steel 
and highest grade 

anodized aluminium, 
finest leather or 

optionally hand-
laminated carbon.

Made in 
Germany.



The assembly and the 
logistics of the Wunderkeys 
are carried out in close 
cooperation with a local 
sheltered workshop.

Social 
Responsibility.
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